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The offer of a participant which sat out 

    a given round or made a bid below the 

    required minimum receives no points in 

    that round, but continues to participate 

    in the auction and may receive points in 

    subsequent rounds.

The auction ends after the second round 

    in a row when none of the participants 

    increased its bid by at least the minimum 

    increment.

Auction winner doesn't always win tender

Success is determined by the total points for 

the second stage of the tender (a comparative 

procedure or “beauty contest”) and the third 

stage (the auction). The breakdown of points

won in these two stages may make the auction 

decisive for winning the tender, or it may cause 

the auction to serve only as a runoff between 

the strongest offers.

      in each successive round  increased 

       by at least the minimum increment set 

       for the specific round.
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The Ministry of Infrastructure has drafted 

a new regulation concerning tenders and 

competitions to reserve frequencies or 

orbital resources, which would significantly 

change the rules for reserving radio 

frequencies. The draft is currently at the 

inter-ministerial comment stage.

The draft calls for introduction of an auction 

as one of the stages in a tender for radio 

frequencies. It sets forth the legal framework 

for conducting auctions, but such important 

practical issues as the schedule, place and 

specific procedure for conducting the auction 

would be spelled out by the president of the 

Office of Electronic Communications (UKE) 

in the tender documentation. 

An auction would be conducted only in 

certain tenders, as the final stage of the 

overall procedure. The participants would 

be only those bidders whose offers

  met the conditions and formal requirements 

    reviewed during the first stage of the tender, 

    and

received the minimum number of points 

    during the second stage of the tender, 

    involving the assessment of bids under 

    the applicable criteria and the undertakings 

    by the participants.

“Going once ... going twice ... sold!” 

- rules for conducting auctions

The auction goes through at least three 

    rounds.

After each round, offers are assessed and

    points awarded.

An offer receives points only if the amount 

    of the bid is 

      in the first round of the auction  equal 

       to or greater than the minimum bid 

       increment
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